Let's memorize a different letter for each prophecy about the Moshiach, and especially a key word in each prophecy that begins with that letter. For example, TZEMACH

TZEMACH (TZADE-MEM-CHET) starts with a

TZADE in Zecharyah (Zechariah) 6:12, where it says that YEHOSHUA (Joshua/Yeshua) will have the name TZEMACH (MOSHIACH THE "BRANCH" [OF DOVID]). So look it up in your Tanakh and memorize

TZADE--ZECHARYAH 6:11-12 YEHOSHUA SHMO TZEMACH MOSHIACH. Then, learn some Hebrew calligraphy and start designing a tract or a poster with the letters of the Hebrew ALEF BET and the names and titles and prophecies of Moshiach in the
Tanakh. Hebrew sounds fun now, right? It is more than fun. It is the most serious thing you can learn, and means the difference between Shomayim and Gehinnom for 14 million Jewish people and 6 billion Gentiles now living on the face of planet earth.

א
Alef, Moshiach is the "EH-ven" "ALEF-VET-FINAL NOON, the "Stone"

that the builders rejected, TEHILLIM (PSALM) 118:22

ב
BET, Moshiach is "beh-KHOHR" BET-CHAF-CHOLOM-RESH,

TEHILLIM (PSALM) 89:28(27), the "Firstborn" heir, the most
exalted king of the earth: GIMMEL Moshiach is the "GOH-ehl"

"Redeemer"

GIMMEL-CHOLOM-ALEF-LAMMED, RUTH 2:20; IYOV (JOB) 19:25-26

DALET Moshiach is the "DEH-rekh ha-chay-YEEM" "the way of Life"

DALET-RESH-FINAL CHAF, YIRMeyaH (JEREMIAH) 21:8
HAY Moshiah is the one born of "ha-al-MAH" "the virgin" YESHAYAH

with a miraculous "he-ra-yohn" "conception" (RUTH 4:13)

VAV Moshiah is the one who will be violently killed "V'AYN LO"

"and not for himself" (DANIEL 9:26)
ZAYIN Moshiach is the "ZEH-rah ha-ee-SHAH" "Seed of the Woman"

BERESHIS (GENESIS) 3:15 ZAYIN-RESH-AYIN and the "z'ROH-ah HASHEM" "THE ARM OF THE L-RD" YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:1

ZAYIN-RESH-CHOLOM-AYIN

CHET Moshiach is the "chem-daht kol ha-Goyim" "the desired of all"
nations" CHAGAI (HAGGAI) 2:7 CHET-MEM-DALET-TAV meaning the desired object

TET Moshiach is the one led like a lamb to the "Te-vakh"

"slaughter" YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:7, a word that refers to the slaughter of animals, since Moshiach died on Pesach as a korban pesach at the same time as the lambs were being slaughtered by the kohenim TET-VET-CHET
YUD Moshiach is the one who will "yatz-DEEK"

"justify" many, make them have a right standing before Hashem

YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:11

KAF Moshiach is the one sold for thirty pieces of "KEH-sehf"

"silver" KAF-SAMECH-FINAL FAY ZECHARYAH (ZECHARIAH) 11:13
LAMMED Moshiach is the one born in "beth LECHEM"

LAMMED-SEGOL-CHET-SEGOL-FINAL MEM "house of BREAD"

MICHOH (MICAH) 5:1 (2)

MEM Moshiach is the "Moh-SHEE-akh" MEM-SHIN-YUD-CHET who will

be

violently killed and cut off from his people, but not for himself

DANIEL 9:26; YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:8
Moshiach is the one whose "NEF-esh" NOON-FAY-SHIN has to undergo suffering YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:10-11 and become an "ah-shahm" guilt offering for the "transgressions of Israel"

YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:8

SAMECH Moshiach is our "SEH-vel" bearer SAMECH-VET-LAMMED, our
"burden" bearer, who carries away our sins YESHAYAH (ISAIAH)

53:11-12

AYIN Moshiach is the RIGHTEOUS "ahv-DEE" "My Servant"

PAY Moshiach is the one put to death and cut off from the land of

PAY-DEE-PEH-shah ahm-mee" PAY-SHIN-AYIN
("transgression of my people Israel") YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:8; 49:5; He is also our Pesach PAY-SAMECH-CHET korban lamb

TZADE Moshiach is the "tzad-DEEK ahv-DEE" "My Righteous Servant"

YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 53:11 TZADE DALET YUD KOOF

KOOF Moshiach is the BEN YOSEF HAADON "SON OF JOSEPH THE L-RD" who commands us to come "qah-ROHV" "near"
קרוב
KOOF-RESH-CHOLOM-VET BERESHIS (GENESIS) 45:9-10;
MALACHI 3:1; YESHAYAH (ISAIAH) 1:24; ZECHARYAH
(ZECHARIAH) 4:14; 14:4; 6:5

RESH Moshiach is the "ro-EH" who is stricken

רוחה
RESH-CHOLOM-AYIN-HAY

ZECHARYAH (ZECHARIAH) 13:7; see also YESHAYAH (ISAIAH)
53:8
SIN/SHIN Moshiach is the SEH HAELOHIM (LAMB OF G-D)

BERESHIS (GENESIS) 22:8; SHEMOT (EXODUS) 12:5-13; YESHAYAH

ISH/Shin (ISAIAH) 53:7 SIN HAY

TAV Moshiach is the one who brings the TORAH of the Besuras haGeulah to the Nations

TAV-CHOLOM-RESH- -HAY (TORAH) YESHAYAH

(ISAIAH) 42:4